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Abstract
In this paper we describe a novel approach for the solution of inviscid flow problems for subsonic
compressible flows. The approach is based on canonical forms of the equations, in which subsystems
governed by hyperbolic operators are separated from those governed by elliptic ones. The discretizations
used as well as the iterative techniques for the different subsystems, are inherently different. Hyperbolic
parts, which describe, in general, propagation phenomena, are discretized using upwind schemes and
are solved by marching techniques. Elliptic parts, which are directionally unbiased, are discretized
using h-elliptic central discretizations, and are solved by pointwise relaxations together with coarse grid
acceleration. The resulting discretization schemes introduce artificial viscosity only for the hyperbolic
parts of the system; thus a smaller total artificial viscosity is used, while the multigrid solvers used are
much more efficient. Solutions of the subsonic compressible Euler equations are achieved at the same
efficiency as the full potential equation.
*This research was supported in part under the Inculnbent of the Liliau and George Lyttle Career Development Chair and
in part by the National Aeronautics and Space AdntiMstration under NASA Contract No. NAS1-19480 while the author was
in residence at ICASE, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va 23681.

1 Introduction
In the past decade a substantial effort has been invested in solving the Euler equations, with multigrid
methods playing a central role. The two major directions of research in multigrid solution of the Euler
equations are the use of coarse grids to accelerate the convergence of the fine grid relaxations, and the use
of defect correction as an outer iteration, coupled with use of multigrid to solve for the low order operator
involved [3]. Extensive research has been conducted in both directions. Unfortunately, both approaches
can be shown to have limited potential. Methods based on defect correction have h-dependent convergence
rates for hyperbolic equations, where h is the mesh spacing; other multigrid methods have p-dependent
convergence rates, where p is the order of the scheme involved. This unacceptable situation motivated the
research outlined here.
The poor behavior of coarse grid acceleration for hyperbolic equations, which becomes even worse with
high order discretizations, leads us to conclude that coarse grids should not be used to accelerate convergence
for hyperbolic problems. Rather, the relaxation process alone should converge all components of such
problems. This is possible, since hyperbolic problems describe propagation phenomena for which marching
in the appropriate direction is a highly effective solver. For elliptic problems, on the other hand, local
relaxation with good smoothing properties can be greatly accelerated by coarse grid correction. Moreover,
elliptic problems cannot be solved efficiently by local relaxation alone, so that coarse grid acceleration is
essential. In short, hyperbolic equations do not need coarse grid acceleration, while elliptic equations require
such acceleration.
These observations have motivated a study concerning the separation of the hyperbolic and elliptic parts
in steady state inviscid flow calculations. The result is a canonical form for the inviscid equations, where the
hyperbolic and elliptic parts reside in different blocks of an upper triangular matrix for the system [5]. These
canonical forms are the analog of the decomposition of the time dependent one-dimensional Euler equations
into characteristic directions and Riemann invariants. The insight gained by the use of the canonical variables
enables one to construct genuinely multidimensional schemes for these equations. It unifies the treatment of
the compressible subsonic case with the incompressible case, although these two cases have been studied by
different methods until now. Canonical boundary conditions [5] which enable the proper numerical treatment
of general boundary conditions are also obtained. Moreover, these canonical forms enable the construction
of new solvers having much better efficiency than existing solvers.
The new discretization schemes, which are based on these canonical forms, use upwind discretization
only for the hyperbolic variables, and use a central h-dliptic discretization for the elliptic variables. This
gives a better representation for the physical phenomena, since elliptic problems do not have a bias in
any spatial direction, a property that should hold true for the discretization as well, if possible. Upwind
discretization for hyperbolic problems, on the other hand, is compatible with the bias of information flow in
the physical problem. The canonical form, therefore, allows for a better treatment of the inviscid equations.
The resulting schemes are also compatible with the uniqueness properties of the inviscid equations under
differentgeometriesandboundaryconditions.In particular,thenonuniquenessof olutionsforexteriorflows
aroundsmoothbodiesisclearlyevidentwith theseschemes;onlytheadditionof a globalcondition,such
ascirculationat infinity,insuresuniqueness.In existingschemesthisissueismuchmoreobscureandthere
seemsto benodirectanalogof thephysicalbehavior.
Wediscretizethe ellipticpart of thesystemwith staggeredgrid schemes,whichareh-elliptic. The
importance of h-elliptic discretizations is that they yield solutions free of spurious or weakly spurious modes,
in the limit as the Much number goes to zero. The construction of fast solvers for such discretizations is
well understood, even in the case of systems, and is quite straightforward. By contrast, the non-staggered
schemes commonly used would require special techniques for the construction of optimally efficient multigrid
solvers (having efficiency comparable to that of the full potential equation). Such solvers require multiple
coarse grids on each level, even for regular grids having cell aspect ratios near one [2].
The elliptic and hyperbolic parts of the equations are treated differently by the solver. Unlike existing
solvers, which use coarse grids to accelerate the hyperbolic part of the system as well, the new method
computes the hyperbolic part via relaxations based on the canonical forms. This involves marching in the
streamwise direction for the hyperbolic quantities, which are the entropy s and total enthalpy H. The rest
of the unknowns, e.g., the velocity components, are relaxed by a Kaczmarz relaxation using preconditioned
residuals, yielding a smoothing rate identical to that for the full potential equation.
Numerical results are given for a two dimensional flow around an ellipse and flow in nozzle. These
problems already include the major difficulties in real problems and serve as a good test for the method
proposed. Second order schemes are used for both cases and the solutions are obtained with convergence
rates similar to that of the full potential equation (although the work involved here is larger accounting for
the multiple equations).
2 Canonical Forms and Discretization Rules
The discretization and efficient solution of elliptic systems of partial differential equations is quite well
understood. One of the important concepts here is h-ellipticity [1]. It guarantees that the stability of high
frequencies for the discrete problem is in correspondence to that of the differential system. For the latter,
ellipticity is defined in terms of the symbol P(w) as
det/5(_) > Clwl2m, (2.1)
while h-ellipticity is defined as
det ph(0) > lal < (2.2)
Discretizations which are h-elliptic admit local relaxation methods with good smoothing properties. This,
together with efficient coarse grid acceleration for smooth components, makes standard multigrid methods
very efficient for such discretizations. Although other types of discretization also admit fast multigrid solvers,
we restrict our focus to h-elliptic discretization for elliptic problems.
Thediscretizationof hyperbolicequations,whichusuallydescribepropagationphenomena,canbedone
naturallyusingupwindbiasedschemes.Howevertheapplicationof theaboveideasto thesteadystate
inviscidincompressibleandsubsonicompressibleequationsi notstraightforward,sincetheseequationsare
neitherellipticnorhyperbolic,but rathermixedhyperbolic-elliptic.Theoptimaltreatmentof theproblem
shouldthereforeincludean identificationof thesetwoparts,whichhaveinherentlydifferentbehaviorand
callfor differentnumericaltreatmentbothonthelevelof thediscretizationandthesolver.Thedevicefor
this isacanonicalformoftheequations,describedindetailin [5].
Foratwodimensionalflow,thecanonicalformof thecompressibleEulerequationsi
D1 D2
qDy -qDz
0 0
0 0
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where:
D1 = p/c2((c 2 - u2)D_ - uvD_)
D2 = p/c2((c 2 - v2)Dy - uvD_)
Do = vD_ - uDy
In view of these canonical forms we can use the following discretization rule for the invisicd equations:
(2.3)
(2.4)
1. Use central (unbiased) h-elliptic discretizations for elliptic subsystems
2. Use upwind biased schemes for hyperbolic subsystems
3 Discretization
Let a domain f_ E /R 2 be divided into arbitrary cells. Let the vertices, edges, and cells be V,E, and C
respectively. The well known Euler formula
#V + #C + #holes = #E + 1 (3.1)
suggests several possibilities for discretization of different systems on structured and unstructured meshes.
Rewriting the Euler formula as
#V + #V + #C + #C + #holes = #C + #V + #E + 1 (3.2)
one obtains the following choice of discretization. Let H be associated with the cell centers, the normal
velocity components be at the edges, and the entropy be at the vertices. Quantities other than these
are calculated by well known algebraic relations for the thermodynamic quantities and by averaging for
the tangential velocity components. With each cell, we associate one continuity equation and one energy
equation, while the two momentum equations are associated with each vertex. The following diagram is then
obtained:
JOriginal grid
1)uaJ grid
Figure 1:
V.n ¢=:> #E
s ¢=v #V
H ¢=:v #C
divpV = 0 ¢==_ #C
-VxcurlV+VP=0 ¢=:v 2#V
divpVH = 0 ¢==V #C
fr_.,. V.tda ¢==v #holes
(3.3)
The control volumes for an unstructured mesh, for the continuity, energy, and momentum equations are
shown in Figure 2.
The canonical form for the compressible equations suggests that only the entropy and the total enthalpy
will be discretized using upwind biased schemes, and only in the appropriate terms; that is, only those terms in
which a derivative in the streamwise direction occurs will be discretized with upwind bias. Other derivatives
of these quantities will be discretized using central differencing. Let el ---- (u/q, v/q), and el = (-v/q, u/q).
Decomposing the unit normal vectors to the edges as
= = (n .e,)el + (n .e2)e_
we obtain the following discretization of the pressure terms
(3.4)
where
p_,p = p( S,_p, H e, q2), (3.7)
pC = p(SC, H e, q2). (3.8)
and superscript "up" refers to an upwind biased approximations, while superscript "c" refers to a central
approximation. The full discretization is then
E_jVj. njdsj = 0, (3.9)
jE'Y
E((P, Vt. n,)V,dst +dp = 0, (3.10)
n u? as =0, (3.11)
jE-y
where t5 is computed using a symmetric formula at subsonic points, and using an upwind biased one for
supersonic points. All other quantities involved use central approximations. Control volumes for the different
equations are denoted by 7 and _. Thus the only quantities that have been upwinded are the entropy and
total enthalpy. This results in a reduced artificial viscosity.
4 Multigrid Algorithm
The multigrid solver, like the discretization, is based on the canonical forms mentioned in section 2. The
main ingredient differing from other multigrid methods is the relaxation scheme. Other elements of the
multigrid method are standard and will be mentioned only briefly.
As can be seen from the canonical form, the hyperbolic and elliptic parts for subsonic flows are separated.
Since these subsystems are of very different nature, it is unlikely that the same numerical process will be
optimal for both. Indeed, it can be shown that coarse grids are inefficient in accelerating certain smooth
components for hyperbolic problems. For these components convergence rate is roughly (2 p - 1)/2 p for a
p- order method. The better the scheme, the less coarse grids help!
This behavior suggests that coarse grids are not appropriate for accelerating convergence for hyperbolic
problems. The relaxation should therefore converge all hyperbolic quantities in the problem. While for
elliptic problems relaxation cannot be efficient for smooth components, for hyperbolic problems the situation
is different. Marching in the direction of the physical flow is very efficient in converging all hyperbolic
components eliminating the need for coarse grid acceleration. For elliptic problems, on the other hand,
relaxation techniques with good smoothing properties, combined with coarse grid acceleration, yield optimal
solvers. The separation of the different subsystems presented by the canonical form allows one to construct
an optimal solver for the full system. Marching techniques will be used for the hyperbolic quantities, while
local relaxation with good smoothing will be used for the elliptic parts.
4.1 Relaxation
Lettheresidualof thecompressibleEulerequationsbedenotedby(Rp, R pu, R pv, R H) and the ones for the
canonical form by (r_, r_, r 3, r4). Then the following relation prevails
l)r c2r e3 ----r c4
r c
1 0 0
-q2A -v u
-q2A u v
-H 0 0
o(R 0 R p_0 R pÈ
1 R H
(4.1)
The relaxation for the Euler equations is employed as follows. The total enthalpy is relaxed first, using
4
the preconditioned residual r c
Next the entropy is relaxed using
4 H
H7 _-- H7 + (rc).y./% (4.2)
3 $
s# _ s# + (r¢).ff%, (4.3)
H and * are the diagonal coefficient in the discrete version of uD_ + vD u and -pT(uD_ + vD_),where % c#
respectively. This is followed by relaxing the continuity and vorticity equations. The relaxation for the
continuity equation is done by keeping the values for the density frozen, i.e.,
Vj .nj _-- Vj .hi + (r_).c/Yjdsj/Z(_dsk) _, j E 7, (4.4)
kE7
and the vorticity equation is relaxed as:
Vt" tt _ Vl" tt + (r2e/(qp))qdst/Z(dsk) 2 I e 5' (4.5)
kqq
Note that the preconditioning of the discrete system does not result in an exact upper triangular form.
Lower diagonal terms exist, but these are of order O(h 2) and do not affect the design of the relaxation and
other numerical processes.
The coarsening part of the multigrid method used is standard, so its details are omitted. Coarse grids are
created by combining neighboring fine grid cells into a coarse grid cell. Linear interpolation of corrections
and full weighting of residual and functions are used in an FMG-FAS formulation [1].
5 Numerical Results
We present here numerical results for subsonic cases of flow in a nozzle and around an ellipse. These cases
already present most of the difficulties encountered in subsonic compressible flows. For both cases body
fitted grid were used. In the case of the ellipse the grid extended to to a distance of 7 chords.
Figure 3 and 4 show results for flow in a nozzle. Mach lines as well as relative errors in entropy are shown.
Cases of inflow Mach number of .2 and .02 are shown. Observe the small size of the errors in entropy, as
wellasthesymmetryofthesolution.Theconvergencerateofthemultigridmethodusedisshownin Figure
5,in thetoptwopictures.A reductionof eightordersof magnitudein 10cyclesisobtained.Notethat the
rateofconvergenceis independentoftheMachnumber.
Figure5 showsresultsfor a flowaroundanellipseat a l0 degreesangleof attack,with freestream
Machnumberof 0.1,with zerocirculationat infinity.This isa caseof specialdifficulty.Theexactvalues
for the lift anddragcoefficientarezero.ThecalculatedvaluesareCL= 2.3x l0-3,CD= --7.7x l0-3.
A gridrefinementstudyshowsthat thelift anddragcoefficientapproachzerowithmeshrefinement.The
convergencehistoryfor this problemis shownin thebottompictureof figure6. Thefull FMGhistory
(includingcoarselevels)isshown.Theconvergenceratein thiscaseisslowerthanfor thenozzleflowcases
butstill veryfastcomparedwithexistingmethods.
6 Conclusion
A new approach for the discretization and the solution of the Euler equations have been presented. It is
based on a canonical form of the equations which allows for discretization which involve upwind biased
discretization only for the physically biased quantities, that is, entropy and total enthalpy. The multigrid
method used for that disctetization shows essentially optimal convergence rates for the second order schemes
used. Moreover, nonlifting solutions around smooth bodies at angle of attack are obtained. Unlike most
other methods, the performance of the method does not degrade as the Mach number approaches zero.
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Figure 2: Mo_ = .2, 64 × 32 grid
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